
Chapter 8: Competitive Firms and Markets

 "The love of money is the root of all virtue"

 Challenge: The Rising Cost of Keeping on Truckin'

 There has been a significant rise in lump-sum costs on truck drivers or firms if

they wish to operate in the market

 How has this reflected on the trucking market price and quantity? Are individual

firms providing more or fewer services

 Does the number of rims in the market rise or fall?

 The amount a firm produces depends on the market demand and beliefs regarding

behavior of other firms in the market ; it depends on the market structure

 Market Structure - the number of firms in the market, ease of entry/exit in the market,

and ability to differentiate products from those of rivals

 A competitive firm can ignore specific behavior of rivals in deciding production - all

is summarized in the market price

8.1 Perfect Competition

 Price Taking

 Each firm in the market is a price taker - it cannot charge any other price since it

faces a horizontal demand curve at the market price

 Why the Firm's Demand Curve is Horizontal

 Price-Taking firms tend to occur in markets that have some or all of the following

properties:

 Market contains a large number of firms

 Firms sell identical products

 Buyers/Sellers have perfect information

 Transaction Costs are low

 Firms freely enter/exit the market

 Perfect competition also requires that buyers be price takers

 If products are homogeneous, it is difficult to raise price above that of rivals

 If transaction costs are low, consumers are able to easily buy different goods

should one firm raise its price (Americans shop less hours/week than Chinese)

 Deviations from Perfect Competition

 Wheat market is a good example of perfect competition

 There may be markets that are not perfectly competitive but still highly

competitive, and buyers/sellers are still price takers

 We will use the term competition to describe markets in which no buyer or seller

can significantly affect the market price

 Derivation of a Competitive Firm's Demand Curve

 An individual firm faces a residual demand curve: market demand that Is not met

by other sellers at any given price



 The residual demand function equals the market demand function, D(p), minus the

supply function of all other firms:

� � = � (� ) − � � ( � )

 The residual demand curve is the horizontal distance between the market demand

curve and the supply curve of the other firms

 If there are n identical firms in the market, the elasticity of demand, � � , facing firm

i is:

� � = � � − ( � − 1)� �
 Where � is the market elasticity of demand (negative), � � is the elasticity of

supply of each of the other firms (positive)

 As the equation shows, the residual demand curve is more elastic the more firms

there are in the market, the more elastic the market demand and the larger the

elasticity of supply of other firms

 Why We Study Perfect Competition

 Many markets tend to be competitive - agriculture and commodity

 S&D model accurately predicts effects of changes in taxes, costs, incomes and

other factors on market equilibrium

 A perfectly competitive market has many desirable properties - viewed as the

ideal against which real-world markets are compared

 From now on we use competitive market to mean perfectly competitive market

8.2 Profit Maximization

 "'Too caustic?' To hell with the cost. If it's a good picture, we'll make it."

 Economists usually assume that all firms want to maximize profit

 Profit

 A firm's profit is the difference between revenue, R, and cost, C:

� = � − �

 Measuring revenue is simple, but measuring costs is tricky - in economics, the

correct measure of cost is the opportunity cost - value of the best alternative use of

any input the firm employs - this exceeds only explicit costs

 We always refer to (economic) profit as revenue minus opportunity cost

 One always needs to refer to both explicit and implicit costs in order to obtain a

better understanding of whether a business is profitable

 When we say profit, we mean economic profit unless we specifically refer to

business profit

 Application: Breaking Even on Christmas Trees

 Two Steps to Maximizing Profit

 A firm's profit function is:

� (� ) = � (� ) − � ( � )



 When maximizing output, any firm must answer two questions:

 Output Decision - what level, q*, maximizes profits?

 Shutdown Decision - more profitable to produce or to shutdown?

 A firm can use one of three rules to determine how much output to produce:

 The firm sets its output is maximized

 Slope of the profit curve is the firm's marginal profit - the change in profit

from selling one more unit of output

 A firm sets its output where its marginal profit is zero

 A firm sets its output where marginal revenue equals marginal cost
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 Whether a firm should shut down can be expressed in two equivalent ways:

 It should shut down only if it can reduce its loss by doing so

 Pays to shut down only if its revenue is less than avoidable costs

 Numerical Example

 Suppose R = $2,000 VC = $1,000 FC = $3,000

 Loss in SR: 2,000 - 1,000 - 3,000 = -$2,000

 Since its revenue is more than avoidable costs, the firm should continue

operating

8.3 Competition in the Short Run

 Short-Run Competitive Profit Maximization

 Since for a competitive firm � � = � , a profit-maximizing firm produce at the

quantity where � � (� ) = �

 The height of the rectangle of the firm's profit is the firm's average profit, which is

the difference between market price and average cost (consider graph):
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 Using the MC = p rule, a firm can decide how much to alter its output in response

to a new tax

 A firm can gain by shutting down only if its revenue is less than its short-run

variable cost:

� � < � �

� < � � � ( � )

 A competitive firm shuts down if the market price is less than the minimum of its

SR average variable cost curve; shutdown can be temporary

 The quantity a firm produces depends only its variable costs, and not on the sunk

costs



 Short-Run Firm Supply Curve

 The competitive firms short-run supply curve is its marginal cost curve above its

minimum average variable cost

 An increase in factor prices causes production costs of a firm to rise, shifting the

supply curve to the left

 If only one factor price rises, costs rise less than in proportion

 If materials are 95% of variable costs, a 25% increase in cost of materials leads to

a variable costs rise by 23.75%

 Application: Oil, Oil Sands, and Oil Shale Shutdowns

 Short-Run Market Supply Curve

 If all firms in a market are identical, the market supply at any price is n times the

supply of the individual firm's supply curve

 As the number of firms grows very large, the market supply curve approaches a

horizontal line

 The more identical firms producing at a given price, the flatter, more elastic, the

short-run market supply curve at that price

 When different firms have different marginal and average cost curves, the market

supply curve is a bit more complicated.

 But it is still the horizontal summation of all the firms' supply curves at any

price

 The more firms differ in costs, the steeper the market supply curve at lower prices

 Short-Run Competitive Equilibrium

 The price each firm takes is the one determined by equilibrium in market demand

and supply

8.4 Competition in the Long Run

 "I think there is a world market for about five computers" (1943)

 Long-Run Competitive Profit Maximization

 In the LR, all costs are variable, so a firm does not have to consider whether fixed

costs are sunk or avoidable

 In the LR, firms operate in the same ways like in the short-run in order to

maximize profits

 Long-Run Firm Supply Curve

 LR supply curve of a firm is the LR MC curve above the minimum of its LR AVC

 The firm does not operate at a loss in the long-run when all inputs are variable - it

will shut down if price is below LRAC

 Long-Run Market Supply Curve

 To construct the long-run market supply curve, we need to consider two things

 Entry/Exit of Firms

 How input prices vary with output

 In many markets, firms face barrier to entry or must incur significant costs to enter

- fixed costs; firms need to be sure of profit opportunities before hand



 Firms usually react faster to losses than to potential profits

 In some markets, there are no costs to entry, and so firms may engage in hit-and-

run entry and exit (some construction firms)

 In a market with free entry and exit:

 A firm enters the market if it can make a LR profit, � > 0

 A firm exits the market to avoid a LR loss, � < 0

 In such markets, entry/exit is instantaneous and responds to market demand

 Annual rates of entry/exit of firms employing workers are both about 10% of total

number of firms/year; higher numbers for firms that don't employ workers

 The LR market supply curve is flat at the minimum LRAC if firms can freely enter

& exit, firms have identical costs and input prices are constant

 This is because the more firms there are, the flatter the S curve

 Extra market output is obtained y new firms entering the market

 In the LR, such firms have zero economic profit

 If entry is limited, the market supply curve slopes upward

 Entry can be limited because of government regulations, scarce resources or

high start-up costs

 The only way to get more output in this case is if the firms produce more

 Another reason for upward-sloping market supply curves is if the costs differ;

firms with low minimum LRAC are willing to enter at lower prices

 The LR supply curve is limited due to differences in costs only if the amount

of low-cost firms is limited - otherwise, only they will produce

 A third reason why market supply curves may slope is non-constant input prices

 In this case, supply curve slopes even if firms have identical costs and can

freely enter/exit

 If a market buys most of the total sales of a factor, the prices of that input are

more likely to vary with market output

 Increasing-Cost Market - a market in which input prices rise with output

 In both increasing-cost and constant-cost markets, firms produce at minimum

average costs in the long-run

 The LR Supply curve is upward-sloping in an increasing-cost market and flat

in a constant-cost market

 In a decreasing cost-market, the LR market supply curve is downward sloping

 The world equilibrium price is determined by world supply curve and the world

demand curve

 An importing country imports the world's residual supply - the quantity that the

market supplies that is not consumed

 The residual supply function is:
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 The elasticity of residual supply facing a given country is given by:
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 � is the market supply elasticity, � is the demand elasticity of the other

countries, and � = � � /� is the importing country's share of the world output

 If a country is small, if faces a practically horizontal supply curve at world

equilibrium price

 If domestic supply curve is above world price, the it only imports and faces a

horizontal demand curve

 If some portion of the domestic supply curve is below world price, then total

supply curve is upward-sloping and then horizontal

 Application: Enter the Dragon: Masses Producing Art for the Masses

 China has turned an individual craft into a mass production industry

 Application: Upward-Sloping LR Supply Curve for Cotton

 Application: Reformulated gasoline Supply Curves

 Long-Run Competitive Equilibrium

 With identical firms, constant input prices and free entry/exit, market supply is

horizontal in the LR - demand shifts only affect equilibrium quantity and not

price, which is constant at LRAC

 Challenge Solution: The Rising Cost of Keeping on Truckin'

 An increase in fixed costs causes the market price to rise, market quantity to fall,

but surprisingly, producing firms increase the amount of output they make


